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Today's Program of Events

Grand military and naval parade, 15,000 men in line. 9:30. Special commission for the inspection of the fleet, for all persons on boards and in charge of... 12:30. Band concert in Keleher square. 2-5 p.m. Wreathing and athletic events at official naval... Minstrel and eighth sister. 8 p.m. Governor's banquet in the society of the army and... Of the fleet at Fairmont hotel. 7 p.m.
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GREAT FLEET IN FINAL HAVEN
ANCHORS IN PLACID BAY UNDER GAZE OF MILLION EYES

Rear Admiral Robley D. Evans, commander in chief of the Atlantic battle fleet. On the left is a photograph showing the veteran naval officer going up the gangway of the flagship from the launch, while on the right the admiral is shown while being assisted into the automobile that conveyed him to the St. Francis.

Armada Swings Through Golden Gate to Echo of Guns and Cheers of Thousands

History of Country From Balboa to "Bob" Evans Read in Marvelous Voyage of Battlefle... By Edwin H. Clough

CHRONICLE CONNECTS BALBOA AND EVANS

From Balboa, "alent upon a peak in Darien," to "Bob" Evans, rest upon the bridge of the Connecticut, in an interval of four centuries looking but few... We know the story of the ocean as it has been written since "with eagle eyes" the old commander "stared at the Pacific—and all his men looked at each other with a wild array"; we know the story of Balboa and Drake and Sebastian Vizcaino and Bartolome Ferretto, the pilot mayor who weathered the capes called Mendozas 366 years ago; we know the story from Carter and Pizarro to Dewey and Evans—but we may only guess what story shall be when the memory of... The portant is in what we saw yesterday and in what we are doing today; but not even the keenest visioned may ever what lies behind the curtain of the future. We are greeting the actors in the 5th act, but what will they be called upon to do in succeeding needs of this great drama we may say.

The watchers were early at their places on the hilltops and the homesteads. Long before it was a weather-beaten condition that the weathering wind would clear the fog from the harbor bar, multitudes had mountainous sea... The streets were crowded with vehicles laden to their capacity and the pavements were a moving picture of all sorts and conditions, all makes and models, all ages and casts. It was like moving day on April 18, 1860, and the trend of the pilgrimage was in the same direction; but not with the same purpose. On that day San Francisco